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We analyze the quantum transport equations for supersymmetric electroweak baryogenesis including
previously neglected bottom and tau Yukawa interactions and show that they imply the presence of a
previously unrecognized dependence of the cosmic baryon asymmetry on the spectrum of third generation
quark and lepton superpartners. For fixed values of the CP-violating phases in the supersymmetric theory,
the baryon asymmetry can vary in both magnitude and sign as a result of the squark and slepton mass
dependence. For light, right-handed top and bottom quark superpartners, the baryon number creation can
be driven primarily by interactions involving third generation leptons and their superpartners.
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If the Universe was matter-antimatter symmetric at the
end of the inflationary epoch, then the microphysics of the
subsequently evolving cosmos must have dynamically
generated the cosmologically observed baryon asymmetry
(the baryon to entropy density ratio nB=s),
8:36 1011 < nB=s < 9:32 1011 ð95%C:L:Þ (1)
[1]. The standard model (SM) of particle physics and the
standard big bang cosmological model contain all the
necessary ingredients (Sakharov criteria [2]) for successful
baryogenesis: baryon number violation, charge conjuga-
tion (C) and charge conjugation-parity (CP) violation, and
departures from thermal equilibrium. However, fundamen-
tal symmetry tests and collider constraints indicate that
generating the observed nB=s requires physics beyond the
SM (see, e.g., [3]).
Among most widely studied viable possibilities is elec-
troweak baryogenesis (EWB), which is testable with low-
energy searches for permanent electric dipole moments
and high-energy studies at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [4]. In this scenario, electroweak symmetry break-
ing (EWSB)—a cosmological transition in which SUð2ÞL
is broken at temperature T  100 GeV—proceeds via a
strong, first order phase transition during which bubbles of
broken electroweak symmetry nucleate and expand in a
background of unbroken symmetry. Particle-antiparticle
asymmetries generated by CP-violating interactions at
the bubble wall induce a nonzero density of left-handed
fermions, nleft, that diffuses into the unbroken background
where baryon number violating SUð2ÞL sphaleron (elec-
troweak sphaleron) transitions convert it into the baryon
number. The expanding bubbles capture the nonvanishing
baryon number and freeze it in by quenching the sphaler-
ons, leading to nB  0 in the bubble interior. The baryon
number is proportional to nleft, which in turn depends on
CP-violating interactions and chemical potential equili-
brating reactions such as Yukawa and nonperturbative
SUð3Þc transitions (strong sphalerons).
In this Letter, we reanalyze nleft in the context of the
minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) and
observe new features which have been missed in previous
works (see, e.g., [5–9] and references therein): (i) Yukawa
interactions between bottom quarks, Higgs bosons, and
their superpartners cannot be neglected in EWB, even if
the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two
MSSM Higgs doublets, tan  vu=vd, is mildly larger
than unity (a parameter region favored by current experi-
mental constraints). This typically results in a qualitative
change from the standard picture: the first two generations
of quarks and squarks decouple in EWB if the first two
generations develop a CP-violating asymmetry mostly
through strong sphalerons. (ii) The MSSM prediction for
nB=s can vary in magnitude and sign as the masses of the
third generation sfermions are varied, even when the domi-
nant source of CP violation is proportional to a single
phase with a fixed sign. (iii) There exist parameter regions
in which left-handed (LH) leptons drive the baryon number
production, unlike the traditional situations in which EWB
proceeds mainly through the interactions of the LH quarks
with electroweak sphalerons. This occurs in the large tan
region, in which  Yukawa interactions are significant.
Unlike standard thermal leptogenesis scenarios (see, e.g.,
[3]), this new scenario does not require the participation of
a right-handed neutrino sector.
In what follows, we first present the computational
framework and analytic intuition for our main results. We
subsequently give the full numerical results and discuss
their implications. Although our discussion is framed
within the MSSM, many of our conclusions are general
and are likely to apply to EWB scenarios in extensions of
the MSSM.
Framework and analytic intuition.—The current density
jp for each particle species p satisfies a quantum
Boltzmann equation (QBE) of the form @j

p¼
SCPp þSCPVp , where SCPp and SCPVp are, respectively,
CP-conserving and CP-violating source terms which de-
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pend on the MSSM interactions and chemical potentials.
SCPp includes the terms that push the system toward chemi-
cal equilibrium, while SCPVp contains the effects of
CP-violating interactions involving the expanding bubble.
We have developed numerical solutions to the full set of
QBEs for all MSSM particle species chemical potentials,
including contributions to SCPp from previously neglected
Yukawa and triscalar interactions as well as ‘‘supergauge’’
interactions involving gauginos, particles, and sparticles.
The full numerical results, given at the end of this Letter,
can be understood by considering an analytic solution
which typically is valid in the limit of large tan and
superequilibrium (see below). In this regime, there exists
a hierarchy of time scales in the phase transition dynamics
that implies a set of simple relations between particle
chemical potentials and densities: diff , associated with
the diffusion of particle densities ahead of the advancing
bubble wall; a set of time scales eq, associated with differ-
ent interactions that move the plasma toward chemical
equilibrium or zero chiral charge; and EW, associated
with the conversion of nleft into baryon number by the
electroweak (EW) sphalerons. Typically eq  diff 
EW, implying that the dynamics of the first and second
generation (s)fermions largely decouple from those of the
third generation, which then become the dominant source
of nB=s.
We begin with the largest time scales. The electroweak
sphaleron time scale is EW  1EW  105=T, since EW ¼
65WT, with  ’ 20 [10] andW the SUð2ÞL fine structure
constant. The diffusion time depends on an effective dif-
fusion constant for the plasma, D ’ 50=T [11,12], and the
velocity of the advancing wall, vw  0:05 [13]: diff 
D=v2w  104=T [14].
The following reactions determine eq: (a) for third
generation fermions, Higgs scalars, and their superpart-
ners, Yukawa interactions associated with the decay, ab-
sorption, and scattering of particles within the thermal
plasma; (b) strong sphalerons that favor a relaxation of
chiral charge to zero; (c) supergauge processes involving
spontaneous emission and absorption of gauginos, such as
qþ ~V $ ~q. For example, the Yukawa-induced equilibra-
tion time scale for third generation left-handed quarks (q),
right-handed top squarks (~t), and Higgsinos (~h), driven by
the scattering qþ ~t$ ~h is numerically Yteq  20=Y2t T for
m~h  200 GeV and m~t  100 GeV (Yt is the top Yukawa
coupling). Since Yt ’ 1, Yteq  diff , which in turn implies
the approximation q þ~h ~t ¼ 0 on diff time scales.
Similarly, the time scale for strong sphaleron-induced re-
laxation of the total chiral charge, N5  jð2qj uj 
djÞ, where qj, uj, and dj denote the left-handed quark
doublet and right-handed quark singlets of generation j, is
sseq  1ss  300=T, since ss ¼ 60ð8=3Þ4sT with s
being the strong coupling and 0 Oð1Þ [15]. Hence,
sseq  diff , leading to the condition N5 ¼ 0 on diff time
scales.
Finally, when the masses of gauginos ( ~V) are sufficiently
light, supergauge processes can lead to chemical equilibra-
tion between SM particles and their superpartners, a
situation we denote as ‘‘superequilibrium’’ defined mathe-
matically as p ¼ ~p  P. This implies
P  pþ ~p ¼ ðkp þ k~pÞp T
2
6
 kPp T
2
6
; (2)
where kp are statistical weights that relate charge density
and chemical potential of particle species p: p  j0p ¼
kppT
2=6. Even when gauginos become heavy, supersym-
metric Yukawa interactions can effectively bring about
superequilibrium for third generation (s)fermions and
Higgs(inos) in some regions of MSSM parameter space.
The corresponding rates computed in [12,16] indicate that
typically eq  diff for each supersymmetric three-body
process. In the remainder of our analytic discussion, we
will work in the superequilibrium regime where Eq. (2)
holds. For example, we then have ~t ¼ t for (s)tops and
~h ¼ h for Higgs(inos).
Because the b quark and  lepton Yukawa couplings are
small compared to Yt in the SM, they have been previously
neglected in EWB computations. In the MSSM, however,
they can be significantly enhanced by tan. The lower
bound on the mass of the lightest supersymmetric Higgs
boson and electroweak precision data such as the anoma-
lous magnetic moment of the muon favor tan 1. For
tan ¼ 10, for example, Y2b;=Y2t is 100 times larger than in
the SM, suggesting the possibility of a relatively larger
impact of the bottom and tau Yukawa interactions than in
the SM [17]. After performing a numerical scan over the
relevant MSSM parameters, we find that the bottom (tau)
Yukawa-induced equilibration timescale is typically short
compared to diff for tan * 5ð20Þ [12]. The Yukawa rates
for the other generations of fermions are typically too slow
compared to the diffusion rate to have a significant impact.
In what follows, we will work in the regime where Yteq, 
Yb
eq ,
and Yeq are short compared to diff and subsequently dis-
cuss possible departures from this domain.
The time-scale hierarchy has important physical conse-
quences: (i) By the time particles have diffused well ahead
of the advancing bubble, Yukawa-induced chemical equili-
bration and chiral charge relaxation have occurred. (ii) For
times & diff , the total baryon and lepton numbers are
approximately individually conserved, since their differ-
ence is always conserved and their sum is violated only on
the longer time scale EW. Focusing first on the Higgs
scalars and third generation fermions, we see that
Yukawa-induced chemical equilibrium and supergauge
equilibrium imply to a good approximation that
q þh t ¼ 0; q h b ¼ 0;
‘ h  ¼ 0;
(3)
where ‘ is the left-handed lepton; the difference of the sign
of h in Eq. (3) follows from hypercharge conservation.
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Adding the first two implies that 2q t b ¼ 0,
such that the third generation contribution to N5 vanishes.
As previously noted, on the time scale of diff , we have
N5 ¼ 0. Moreover, because the first and second generation
Yukawa couplings (diagonal or off diagonal in gauge ei-
genstate basis) are tiny compared to the diagonal values for
the third generation, there exist no significant interactions
to generate nonvanishing first and second generation quark
densities. Consequently, the first two generation densities
approximately vanish for large tan.
We now use the approximate conservation of baryon and
lepton number on the diff time scale to relate the total fer-
mion plus sfermion densities to those for the Higgs plus
Higgsinos. Since the first and second generation (s)quark
densities vanish, the conservation of the baryon number in
terms of chemical potentials is kQQ ¼ kTT  kBB.
Using T þB ¼ 2Q as implied by Eqs. (3) and (2), we
obtain
Q ¼ kB  kTkQ þ kB þ kT H ! Q ¼
kQ
kH
kB  kT
kQ þ kB þ kT H:
(4)
Similarly, applying lepton number conservation and
Eq. (2) to third generation leptons implies
L ¼ kL
kH
k
kL þ k H; (5)
where L () denotes the third generation left-handed
(charged right-handed) lepton supermultiplet density.
Using the approximate vanishing of first and second gen-
eration fermion densities, we obtain the total left-handed
fermion density
nleft ’ nq þ n‘ ¼
kq
kQ
Qþ k‘
kL
L
’

kq
kH

kB  kT
kQ þ kB þ kT

þ k‘
kH

k
kL þ k

H: (6)
Equation (6) is the key analytic result for the large tan
superequilibrium regime. It relates the nonvanishing Higgs
supermultiplet density induced by CP-violating transport
dynamics to nleft via the statistical weights kp for third
generation SM fermions, Higgs bosons, and their super-
partners. The first and second terms on the right-hand side
correspond to the contributions from third left-handed
generation quarks and leptons, respectively.
The dependence on these contributions differs strikingly
from what has appeared previously in the literature: nleft ’
5Qþ 4T, with, e.g., kB  kT ! kB  9kT and kQ þ kB þ
kT ! 9kQ þ kB þ 9kT in the numerator and denominator,
respectively, of Eq. (4). These differences arise from (i) the
contributions from the LH third generation (s)lepton den-
sity engendered when Y is sufficiently large, and (ii) the
Yb-induced bottom quark superequilibrium conditions of
Eq. (3). As discussed above, including the latter implies
vanishing third generation contribution to N5 and a corre-
sponding suppression of the first and second generation
quark densities. Using our full numerical solutions, we
have verified that in the regime of small Yb and Y, one
recovers the previously identified dependence of nleft on Q
and T.
The presence of the statistical weights in Eq. (6) implies
a strong dependence of nB=s on the thermal masses (m~f) of
the third generation squarks and sleptons, as one may
observe from the expression for the kp [7]:
kpðmp=TÞ
kpð0Þ ¼
cF;B
2
Z 1
mp=T
dx
xex
ðex 1Þ2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2m2p=T2
q
; (7)
where cFðBÞ ¼ 6ð3Þ and the þ ( ) sign is for fermions
(bosons). For a fixed right-handed (RH) top squark mass,
there exists a regime for m~b  m~t in which kB  kT in
Eq. (6), corresponding to a nearly vanishing quark contri-
bution to nleft. Indeed, this is the precise region in which the
advertised sign flip can occur depending on the magnitude
of sparticle masses. Furthermore, if the quark contributions
are small, for sufficiently light ~R, EWB may actually be
driven by the (s)lepton sector of the MSSM. This possi-
bility does not arise under the previously studied assump-
tions of negligible Yb; and represents a qualitatively new
class of supersymmetric baryogenesis scenario.
Numerical solution and nB=s.—Before turning to full
numerical examples, we first isolate the essential physics
with an approximate, analytic solution. In the regime for
whichQ and L are proportional to H as in Eqs. (4) and (5),
it is convenient to combine the QBEs into a single equation
for H. Eliminating all terms containing the fast Yukawa
and strong sphaleron rates, we find
@j

H ¼  
H
kH
þ S
CPV
~H
þ SCPV~t  SCPV~b  SCPV~
1þ KT þ KL  KB ; (8)
where ¼ðhþTþBþÞ=ð1þKTþKLKBÞ with
KP  H=P, the P being chiral relaxation transport coef-
ficients that vanish outside the bubble [7], and where the
SCPV~p denote the CP-violating source terms arising from
the scattering of superpartners ~p from the spacetime de-
pendent Higgs vacuum expectation values. The diffusion
ansatz allows one to express the left-hand side of Eq. (8) in
terms of the density H: @j

H ¼ _H  Dr2H, where D is
the effective diffusion constant introduced earlier.
Here, we will rely on the popular Higgsino CP-violating
source (e.g., [5,6,9]) in order to illustrate the impact of the
third generation sfermion masses and defer a study of
possibly important SCPV~b and S
CPV
~ contributions. In order
to evade stringent electric dipole moment constraints in the
large tan regime [18], we allow independent relative
phases i  ArgðMib	Þ (i ¼ 1, 2), where b is the
supersymmetry-breaking Higgs mass parameter. We also
work in the resonant ‘‘bino-driven’’ regime [19], and
choose jj ¼ jM1j ¼ 120 GeV and jM2j ¼ 250 GeV,
computing SCPV~H and
 from the expressions in Ref. [7]
and a bubble wall profile given in [6] for tan ¼ 20. We
consider a scenario with a RH top squark with T ¼ 0 mass
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m~t1 ¼ 122 GeV as needed to obtain a strong, first order
phase transition [20]. All first and second generation sfer-
mions and third generation LH sfermions have masses
equal to 1 TeV.
The results for nB=s as a function of the T ¼ 0 RH
bottom squark mass, m~b1 , in units of the observed value
for sin1 ¼ 1 are given in Fig. 1. The solid and dashed
curves give the results obtained with the complete numeri-
cal solution of the QBEs and the large tan analytic
solution embodied in Eqs. (6) and (8), respectively, for
two representative RH tau slepton mass: m~1 ¼ 90 GeV
and 1 TeV. The dotted curve shows the numerical result
obtained when bottom and tau Yukawa interactions are
neglected (different treatments of the CP-violating sources
and diffusion can lead to smaller jnB=sj [9]).
The impact of including realistic bottom and tau Yukawa
interactions in the large tan, superequilibrium regime is
striking, as seen in Fig. 1. Neglecting Yb; generally leads
to a baryon asymmetry that is larger in magnitude, positive,
and relatively insensitive to m~b1 . The close agreement
between the solid and dashed curves indicates our fore-
going analysis captures the primary features of the dynam-
ics in this regime. As expected, nB=s is largest in
magnitude when m~b1 is heavy and decreases as m~b1 is
decreased, reflecting the growing importance of sbottoms
as they become light and the greater cancellation between
kT and kB in Eq. (6). For heavy RH staus, the magnitude of
the (s)lepton contribution to nleft is small, and so nB=s
vanishes when m~b m~t and kB  kT . For light staus, the
(s)lepton contribution becomes important, and for either
very heavy or very light sbottom, this contribution can
change nB=s by a factor of 2. (Because nB=nleft < 0, very
light ~b and ~ lead to negative nB=s, and for largem~b;, nB=s
is positive.)
Deviations from Eq. (6) can occur for small tan or if
superequilibrium is not valid. The region of tan & 10
corresponds to an interpolation between the upper dashed
curve and the dotted curve in Fig. 1, reflecting the larger
third generation quark and smaller leptonic components to
nleft. We have estimated that the rate for Cabibbo-
suppressed flavor-changing 2! 2 scattering is much less
than 1diff and may be neglected. We have also made
(standard) assumptions regarding the trilinear scalar cou-
plings which affect the decoupling of the light generations.
Exploration of these and other effects will appear in forth-
coming publications [12].
Summary.—During the upcoming era of more sensitive
electric dipole moment searches and LHC studies, it is
crucial to explore testable EWB scenarios such as MSSM
baryogenesis [4]. We have shown in this context that the
bottom Yukawa coupling is important even for moderate
values of tan, which leads to dramatic changes in the
basic physical EWB mechanism and the associated MSSM
parameter space constraints. We also showed that the
magnitudes of the sparticle masses can change the sign
of the baryon asymmetry, and we identified a new lepton
driven supersymmetric baryogenesis scenario which does
not involve RH (s)neutrinos.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Baryon asymmetry in units of the ob-
served value as a function of RH bottom squark mass. The two
solid (dashed) curves were obtained using the full numerical
(large tan analytic) solution. Light (dark) curves correspond to
RH stau mass of 90 GeV (1 TeV). The dotted curve gives results
neglecting bottom and tau Yukawa interactions.
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